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Figure 1. Example completion results of our method on images of a face, a building, and natural scenery with various masks (missing
regions shown in white). For each group, the masked input image is shown left, followed by sampled results from our model without any
post-processing. The results are diverse and plausible. (Zoom in to see the details.)

Abstract

Most image completion methods produce only one result
for each masked input, although there may be many reasonable possibilities. In this paper, we present an approach for
pluralistic image completion – the task of generating multiple and diverse plausible solutions for image completion.
A major challenge faced by learning-based approaches is
that usually only one ground truth training instance per label. As such, sampling from conditional VAEs still leads
to minimal diversity. To overcome this, we propose a novel
and probabilistically principled framework with two parallel paths. One is a reconstructive path that utilizes the only
one given ground truth to get prior distribution of missing
parts and rebuild the original image from this distribution.
The other is a generative path for which the conditional
prior is coupled to the distribution obtained in the reconstructive path. Both are supported by GANs. We also introduce a new short+long term attention layer that exploits
distant relations among decoder and encoder features, improving appearance consistency. When tested on datasets
with buildings (Paris), faces (CelebA-HQ), and natural images (ImageNet), our method not only generated higherquality completion results, but also with multiple and diverse plausible outputs.

1. Introduction
Image completion is a highly subjective process. Supposing you were shown the various images with missing
regions in fig. 1, what would you imagine to be occupying
these holes? Bertalmio et al. [4] related how expert conservators would inpaint damaged art by: 1) imagining the
semantic content to be filled based on the overall scene; 2)
ensuring structural continuity between the masked and unmasked regions; and 3) filling in visually realistic content
for missing regions. Nonetheless, each expert will independently end up creating substantially different details, even if
they may universally agree on high-level semantics, such as
general placement of eyes on a damaged portrait.
Based on this observation, our main goal is thus to generate multiple and diverse plausible results when presented
with a masked image — in this paper we refer to this task
as pluralistic image completion (depicted in fig. 1). This
is as opposed to approaches that attempt to generate only a
single “guess” for missing parts.
Early image completion works [4, 7, 5, 8, 3, 13] focus only on steps 2 and 3 above, by assuming that gaps
should be filled with similar content to that of the background. Although these approaches produced high-quality
texture-consistent images, they cannot capture global semantics and hallucinate new content for large holes. More
recently, some learning-based image completion methods
[29, 14, 39, 40, 42, 24, 38] were proposed that infer seman4321
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tic content (as in step 1). These works treated completion
as a conditional generation problem, where the input-tooutput mapping is one-to-many. However, these prior works
are limited to generate only one “optimal” result, and do
not have the capacity to generate a variety of semantically
meaningful results.
To obtain a diverse set of results, some methods utilize
conditional variational auto-encoders (CVAE) [34, 37, 2,
10], a conditional extension of VAE [19], which explicitly
code a distribution that can be sampled. However, specifically for an image completion scenario, the standard singlepath formulation usually leads to grossly underestimating
variances. This is because when the condition label is itself a masked image, the number of instances in the training
data that match each label is typically only one. Hence the
estimated conditional distributions tend to have very limited
variation since they were trained to reconstruct the single
ground truth. This is further elaborated on in section 3.1.
An important insight we will use is that partial images,
as a superset of full images, may also be considered as generated from a latent space with smooth prior distributions.
This provides a mechanism for alleviating the problem of
having scarce samples per conditional partial image. To do
so, we introduce a new image completion network with two
parallel but linked training pipelines. The first pipeline is a
VAE-based reconstructive path that not only utilizes the full
instance ground truth (i.e. both the visible partial image, as
well as its complement — the hidden partial image), but
also imposes smooth priors for the latent space of complement regions. The second pipeline is a generative path that
predicts the latent prior distribution for the missing regions
conditioned on the visible pixels, from which can be sampled to generate diverse results. The training process for
the latter path does not attempt to steer the output towards
reconstructing the instance-specific hidden pixels at all, instead allowing the reasonableness of results be driven by
an auxiliary discriminator network [11]. This leads to substantially great variability in content generation. We also
introduce an enhanced short+long term attention layer that
significantly increases the quality of our results.
We compared our method with existing state-of-the-art
approaches on multiple datasets. Not only can higherquality completion results be generated using our approach,
it also presents multiple diverse solutions.
The main contributions of this work are:
1. A probabilistically principled framework for image
completion that is able to maintain much higher sample diversity as compared to existing methods;
2. A new network structure with two parallel training
paths, which trades off between reconstructing the
original training data (with loss of diversity) and maintaining the variance of the conditional distribution;

3. A novel self-attention layer that exploits short+long
term context information to ensure appearance consistency in the image domain, in a manner superior to
purely using GANs; and
4. We demonstrate that our method is able to complete
the same mask with multiple plausible results that have
substantial diversity, such as those shown in figure 1.

2. Related Work
Existing work on image completion either uses information from within the input image [4, 5, 3], or information
from a large image dataset [12, 29, 42]. Most approaches
will generate only one result per masked image.
Intra-Image Completion Traditional intra-image completion, such as diffusion-based methods [4, 1, 22] and patchbased methods [5, 7, 8, 3], assume image holes share similar
content to visible regions; thus they would directly match,
copy and realign the background patches to complete the
holes. These methods perform well for background completion, e.g. for object removal, but cannot hallucinate unique
content not present in the input images.
Inter-Image Completion To generate semantically new
content, inter-image completion borrows information from
a large dataset. Hays and Efros [12] presented an image
completion method using millions of images, in which the
image most similar to the masked input is retrieved, and corresponding regions are transferred. However, this requires
a high contextual match, which is not always available. Recently, learning-based approaches were proposed. Initial
works [20, 30] focused on small and thin holes. Context encoders (CE) [29] handled 64×64-sized holes using GANs
[11]. This was followed by several CNN-based methods,
which included combining global and local discriminators
as adversarial loss [14], identifying closest features in the
latent space of masked images [40], utilizing semantic labels to guide the completion network [36], introducing additional face parsing loss for face completion [23], and designing particular convolutions to address irregular holes
[24, 41]. A common drawback of these methods is that they
often create distorted structures and blurry textures inconsistent with the visible regions, especially for large holes.
Combined Intra- and Inter-Image Completion To overcome the above problems, Yang et al. [39] proposed
multi-scale neural patch synthesis, which generates highfrequency details by copying patches from mid-layer features. However, this optimization is computational costly.
More recently, several works [42, 38, 35] exploited spatial
attention [16, 46] to get high-frequency details. Yu et al.
[42] presented a contextual attention layer to copy similar
features from visible regions to the holes. Yan et al. [38]
and Song et al. [35] proposed PatchMatch-like ideas on feature domain. However, these methods identify similar fea1439

tures by comparing features of holes and features of visible
regions, which is somewhat contradictory as feature transfer is unnecessary when two features are very similar, but
when needed the features are too different to be matched
easily. Furthermore, distant information is not used for new
content that differs from visible regions. Our model will
solve this problem by extending self-attention [43] to harness abundant context.
Image Generation Image generation has progressed significantly using methods such as VAE [19] and GANs [11].
These have been applied to conditional image generation
tasks, such as image translation [15], synthetic to realistic [44], future prediction [27], and 3D models [28]. Perhaps most relevant are conditional VAEs (CVAE) [34, 37]
and CVAE-GAN [2], but these were not specially targeted
for image completion. CVAE-based methods are most useful when the conditional labels are few and discrete, and
there are sufficient training instances per label. Some recent work utilizing these in image translation can produce
diverse output [47, 21], but in such situations the conditionto-sample mappings are more local (e.g. pixel-to-pixel), and
only change the visual appearance. This is untrue for image
completion, where the conditional label is itself the masked
image, with only one training instance of the original holes.
In [6], different outputs were obtained for face completion
by specifying facial attributes (e.g. smile), but this method
is very domain specific, requiring targeted attributes.

3. Approach
Suppose we have an image, originally Ig , but degraded
by a number of missing pixels to become Im (the masked
partial image) comprising the observed / visible pixels. We
also define Ic as its complement partial image comprising
the original missing pixels. Classical image completion
methods attempt to reconstruct the original unmasked image Ig in a deterministic fashion from Im (see fig. 2 “Deterministic”). This results in only a single solution. In contrast,
our goal is to sample from p(Ic |Im ).

3.1. Probabilistic Framework
In order to have a distribution to sample from, a current approach is to employ the CVAE [34] which estimates
a parametric distribution over a latent space, from which
sampling is possible (see fig. 2 “CVAE”). This involves a
variational lower bound of the conditional log-likelihood of
observing the training instances:
log p(Ic |Im ) ≥ − KL(qψ (zc |Ic , Im )||pφ (zc |Im ))
+ Eqψ (zc |Ic ,Im ) [log pθ (Ic |zc , Im )]

(1)

Reconstructed
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Figure 2. Completion strategies given masked input. (Deterministic) structure directly predicts the ground truth instance. (CVAE)
adds in random sampling to diversify the output. (Instance Blind)
only matches the visible parts, but training is unstable. (Ours) uses
a generative path during testing, but is guided by a parallel reconstructive path during training. Yellow path is used for training.

pθ (·|·) the likelihood, with ψ, φ and θ being the deep network parameters of their corresponding functions. This
lower bound is maximized w.r.t. all parameters.
For our purposes, the chief difficulty of using CVAE [34]
directly is that the high DoF networks of qψ (·|·) and pφ (·|·)
are not easily separable in (1) with the KL distance easily driven towards zero, and is approximately equivalent
to maximizing Epφ (zc |Im ) [log pθ (Ic |zc , Im )] (the “GSNN”
variant in [34]). This consequently learns a delta-like prior
of pφ (zc |Im ) → δ(zc − z∗c ), where z∗c is the maximum
latent likelihood point of pθ (Ic |·, Im ). While this low variance prior may be useful in estimating a single solution,
sampling from it will lead to negligible diversity in image
completion results (as seen in fig. 9). When the CVAE variant of [37], which has a fixed latent prior, is used instead, the
network learns to ignore the latent sampling and directly estimates Ic from Im , also resulting in a single solution. This
is due to the image completion scenario when there is only
one training instance per condition label, which is a partial
image Im . Details are in the supplemental section ??.
A possible way to diversify the output is to simply not
incentivize the output to reconstruct the instance-specific Ig
during training, only needing it to fit in with the training set
distribution as deemed by an learned adversarial discriminator (see fig. 2 “Instance Blind”). However, this approach
is unstable, especially for large and complex scenes [35].
Latent Priors of Holes In our approach, we require that
missing partial images, as a superset of full images, to also
arise from a latent space distribution, with a smooth prior
of p(zc ). The variational lower bound is:
log p(Ic ) ≥ − KL(qψ (zc |Ic )||p(zc ))

where zc is the latent vector, qψ (·|·) the posterior importance sampling function, pφ (·|·) the conditional prior,

+ Eqψ (zc |Ic ) [log pθ (Ic |zc )]
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Figure 3. Overview of our architecture with two parallel pipelines. The reconstructive pipeline (yellow line) combines information from
Im and Ic , which is used only for training. The generative pipeline (blue line) infers the conditional distribution of hidden regions, that
can be sampled during testing. Both representation and generation networks share identical weights.

where in [19] the prior is set as p(zc ) = N (0, I). However,
we can be more discerning when it comes to partial images
since they have different numbers of pixels. A missing partial image Ic with more pixels (larger holes) should have
greater latent prior variance than a missing partial image
Ic with fewer pixels (smaller holes). Hence we generalize
the prior p(zc ) = Nm (0, σ 2 (n)I) to adapt to the number of
pixels n.
Prior-Conditional Coupling Next, we combine the latent priors into the conditional lower bound of (1). This
can be done by assuming zc is much more closely related to
Ic than to Im , so qψ (zc |Ic , Im )≈qψ (zc |Ic ). Updating (1):
log p(Ic |Im ) ≥ − KL(qψ (zc |Ic )||pφ (zc |Im ))
+ Eqψ (zc |Ic ) [log pθ (Ic |zc , Im )]

(3)

where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 is implicitly set by training loss coefficients in section 3.3. When sampling from the importance function qψ (·|Ic ), the full training instance is available
and we formulate the likelihood prθ (Ic |zc , Im ) to be focused
on reconstructing Ic . Conversely, when sampling from the
learned conditional prior pφ (·|Im ) which does not contain
Ic , we facilitate creative generation by having the likelig
hood model pgθ (Ic |zc , Im ) ∼
= ℓθ (zc , Im ) be independent of
the original instance of Ic . Instead it only encourages generated samples to fit in with the overall training distribution.
Our overall training objective may then be expressed as
jointly maximizing the lower bounds in (2) and (4), with
the likelihood in (2) unified to that in (4) as pθ (Ic |zc ) ∼
=
prθ (Ic |zc , Im ). See the supplemental section ??.

3.2. Dual Pipeline Network Structure

However, unlike in (1), notice that qψ (zc |Ic ) is no longer
freely learned during training, but is tied to its presence in
(2). Intuitively, the learning of qψ (zc |Ic ) is regularized by
the prior p(zc ) in (2), while the learning of the conditional
prior pφ (zc |Im ) is in turn regularized by qψ (zc |Ic ) in (3).

This formulation is implemented as our dual pipeline
framework, shown in fig. 3. It consists of two paths: the
upper reconstructive path uses information from the whole
image, i.e. Ig ={Ic , Im }, while the lower generative path
only uses information from visible regions Im . Both representation and generation networks share identical weights.
Specifically:

Reconstruction vs Creative Generation One issue with
(3) is that the sampling is taken from qψ (zc |Ic ) during training, but is not available during testing, whereupon sampling
must come from pφ (zc |Im ) which may not be adequately
learned for this role. In order to mitigate this problem, we
modify (3) to have a blend of formulations with and without
importance sampling. So, with simplified notation:

log p(Ic |Im ) ≥λ Eqψ [log prθ (Ic |zc , Im )] − KL(qψ ||pφ )

• For the upper reconstructive path, the complement partial image Ic is used to infer the importance function
qψ (·|Ic )=Nψ (·) during training. The sampled latent
vector zc thus contains information of the missing regions, while the conditional feature fm encodes the information of the visible regions. Since there is sufficient information, the loss function in this path is
geared towards reconstructing the original image Ig .

(4)

• For the lower generative path, which is also the test

+ (1 − λ) Epφ [log pgθ (Ic |zc , Im )]
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path, the latent distribution of the holes Ic is inferred
based only on the visible Im . This would be significantly less accurate than the inference in the upper
path. Thus the reconstruction loss is only targeted at
the visible regions Im (via fm ).
• In addition, we also utilize adversarial learning networks on both paths, which ideally ensure that the full
synthesized data fit in with the training set distribution,
and empirically leads to higher quality images.

3.3. Training Loss
Various terms in (2) and (4) may be more conventionally
expressed as loss functions. Jointly maximizing the lower
bounds is then minimizing a total loss L, which consists of
three groups of component losses:

Softmax(QTQ)

1x1 Conv
Encoder Feature
Maps C2xHxW

Contextual Flow

Query Feature
Maps C1/4xHxW

Attention Maps

Decoder Feature
Maps C1xHxW

Self-Attention

Figure 4. Our short+long term attention layer. The attention map
is directly computed on the decoder features. After obtaining the
self-attention scores, we use these to compute self-attention on decoder features, as well as contextual flow on encoder features.
(i)

αKL (LrKL + LgKL ) + αapp (Lrapp + Lgapp ) + αad (Lrad + Lgad )

where Igen =G(z̃c , fm ) is the generated image from the z̃c
sample, and M is the binary mask selecting visible pixels.

(5)
where the LKL group regularizes consistency between pairs
of distributions in terms of KL divergences, the Lapp group
encourages appearance matching fidelity, and while the Lad
group forces sampled images to fit in with the training set
distribution. Each of the groups has a separate term for the
reconstructive and generative paths.

Adversarial Loss The formulation of prθ (Ic |zc , Im ) and
the instance-blind pgθ (Ic |z̃c , Im ) also incorporates the use
of adversarially learned discriminators D1 and D2 to judge
whether the generated images fit into the training set distribution. Inspired by [2], we use a mean feature match loss in
the reconstructive path for the generator,

L=

Distributive Regularization The typical interpretation of
the KL divergence term in a VAE is that it regularizes the
learned importance sampling function qψ (·|Ic ) to a fixed latent prior p(zc ). Defining as Gaussians, we get:
r,(i)

LKL = −KL(qψ (z|Ic(i) )||Nm (0, σ 2 (n)I))

(6)

For the generative path, the appropriate interpretation
is reversed: the learned conditional prior pφ (·|Im ), also a
Gaussian, is regularized to qψ (·|Ic ).
g,(i)

(i)
)))
LKL = −KL(qψ (z|Ic(i) ))||pφ (z|Im

(7)

Note that the conditional prior only uses Im , while the importance function has access to the hidden Ic .
Appearance Matching Loss The likelihood term
prθ (Ic |zc , Im ) may be interpreted as probabilistically encouraging appearance matching to the hidden Ic . However,
our framework also auto-encodes the visible Im deterministically, and the loss function needs to cater for this
reconstruction. As such, the per-instance loss here is:
(i)
(i)
Lr,(i)
app = ||Irec − Ig ||1
(i)

(8)

(i)

where Irec =G(zc , fm ) and Ig are the reconstructed and
original full images respectively. In contrast, for the generative path we ignore instance-specific appearance matching
for Ic , and only focus on reconstructing Im (via fm ):
g,(i)
(i)
Lapp
= ||M ∗ (Igen
− Ig(i) )||1

r,(i)

Lad

(i)
) − fD1 (Ig(i) )||2
= ||fD1 (Irec

(10)

where fD1 (·) is the feature output of the final layer of D1 .
This encourages the original and reconstructed features in
the discriminator to be close together. Conversely, the adversarial loss in the generative path for the generator is:
g,(i)

Lad

(i)
= [D2 (Igen
) − 1]2

(11)

This is based on the generator loss in LSGAN [26], which
performs better than the original GAN loss [11] in our scenario. The discriminator loss for both D1 and D2 is also
based on LSGAN.

3.4. Short+Long Term Attention
Extending beyond the Self-Attention GAN [43], we propose not only to use the self-attention map within a decoder layer to harness distant spatial context, but also to
further capture feature-feature context between encoder and
decoder layers. Our key novel insight is: doing so would allow the network a choice of attending to the finer-grained
features in the encoder or the more semantically generative
features in the decoder, depending on circumstances.
Our proposed structure is shown in fig. 4. We first calculate the self-attention map from the features fd of a decoder
middle layer, using the attention score of:
exp(sij )
βj,i = PN
, where sij = Q(fdi )T Q(fdj ),
i=1 exp(sij )
(12)

(9)
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N is the number of pixels, Q(fd )=Wq fd , and Wq is a 1x1
convolution filter. This leads to the short-term intra-layer
attention feature (self-attention in fig. 4) and the output yd :
cdj =

N
X

βj,i fdi ,

y d = γ d cd + f d

(13)

i=1

where, following [43], we use a scale parameter γd to balance the weights between cd and fd . The initial value of γd
is set to zero. In addition, for attending to features fe from
an encoder layer, we have a long-term inter-layer attention
feature (contextual flow in fig. 4) and the output ye :
cej =

N
X

βj,i fei ,

ye = γe (1 − M)ce + Mfe

to get diverse but reasonable solutions for one masked image. The original image is only one solution of many, and
comparisons should not be made based on just this image.
However, just for the sake of obtaining quantitative measures, we will assume that one of our top 10 samples
(ranked by the discriminator) will be close to the original
ground truth, and select the single sample with the best balance of quantitative measures for comparison. The comparison is conducted on ImageNet 20, 000 test images, with
quantitative measures of mean ℓ1 loss, peak signal-to-noise
ration (PSNR), total variation (TV), and Inception Score
(IS) [32]. We used a 128 × 128 mask in the center.
Method
GL [14]
CA [42]
PICNet-regular

(14)

i=1

As before, a scale parameter γe is used to combine the encoder feature fe and the attention feature ce . However, unlike the decoder feature fd which has information for generating a full image, the encoder feature fe only represents
visible parts Im . Hence, a binary mask M (holes=0) is used.
Finally, both the short and long term attention features are
aggregated and fed into further decoder layers.

ℓ1 loss
15.32
13.57
12.91

PSNR
19.36
19.22
20.10

TV loss
13.97
19.55
12.18

IS
24.31
28.80
24.90

Table 1. Quantitative comparison with state-of-the-art. For center
masks, our model was trained on regular holes.

Our generator and discriminator networks are inspired
by SA-GAN [43], but with several important modifications,
including the short+long term attention layer. Furthermore,
inspired by the growing-GAN [17], multi-scale output is applied to make the training faster.
The image completion network, implemented in Pytorch
v0.4.0, contains 6M trainable parameters. During optimization, the weights of different losses are set to αKL =
αrec =20, αad =1. We used Orthogonal Initialization [33]
and the Adam solver [18]. All networks were trained from
scratch, with a fixed learning rate of λ=10-4 . Details are in
the supplemental section ??.

Qualitative Comparisons First, we show the results in
fig. 5 on the Paris dataset [9]. For fair comparison among
learning-based methods, we only compared with those
trained on this dataset. PatchMatch [3] worked by copying similar patches from visible regions and obtained good
results on this dataset with repetitive structures. Context Encoder (CE) [29] generated reasonable structures with blurry
textures. Shift-Net [38] made improvements by feature
copying. Compared to these, our model not only generated
more natural images, but also with multiple solutions, e.g.
different numbers of windows and varying door sizes.
Next, we evaluated our methods on CelebA-HQ face
dataset, with fig. 6 showing examples with large regular
holes to highlight the diversity of our output. Context Attention (CA) [42] generated reasonable completion for many
cases, but for each masked input they were only able to generate a single result; furthermore, on some occasions, the
single solution may be poor. Our model produced various
plausible results by sampling from the latent space conditional prior.
Finally, we report the performance on the more challenging ImageNet dataset by comparing to the previous PatchMatch [3], CE [29], GL [14] and CA [42]. Different from
the CE and GL models that were trained on the 100k subset of training images of ImageNet, our model is directly
trained on original ImageNet training dataset with all images resized to 256 × 256. Visual results on a variety of objects from the validation set are shown in fig. 7. Our model
was able to infer the content quite effectively.

4.2. Comparison with Existing Work

4.3. Ablation Study

Quantitative Comparisons Quantitative evaluation is
hard for the pluralistic image completion task, as our goal is

Our PICNet vs CVAE vs “Instance Blind” vs BicycleGAN We investigated the influence of using our two-path

4. Experimental Results
We evaluated our proposed model on four datasets including Paris [9], CelebA-HQ [25, 17], Places2 [45], and
ImageNet [31] using the original training and test splits for
those datasets. Since our model can generate multiple outputs, we sampled 50 images for each masked image, and
chose the top 10 results based on the discriminator scores.
We trained our models for both regular and irregular holes.
For brevity, we refer to our method as PICNet. We provide
PyTorch implementations and interactive demo.

4.1. Implementation Details
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(a) Input

(b) PM

(c) CE

(d) Shift-Net

(e) PICNet-regular

Figure 5. Comparison of our model with PatchMatch(PM) [3], Context Encoder(CE) [29] and Shift-Net [38] on images taken from the
Paris [9] test set for center region completion. Best viewed by zooming in.

(a) Input

(b) CA

(c) PICNet-random

Figure 6. Comparison of our model with Contextual Attention(CA) [42] on CelebA-HQ. Best viewed by zooming in.

(a) Input

(b) PM

(c) CE

(d) GL

(e) CA

(f) PICNet-regular

Figure 7. Qualitative results and comparisons with the PM, CE, Global and Local(GL) [14] and CA on the ImageNet validation set.
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(a) Input

(b) BicycleGAN

Method
CVAE
Instance Blind
BicycleGAN [46]
PICNet-Pluralistic

(c) PICNet

Figure 8. Comparison of our Pluralistic model with BicycleGAN.

Diversity (LPIPS)
Iout
Iout(m)
0.004
0.014
0.015
0.049
0.027
0.060
0.029
0.088

Table 2. Quantitative comparisons of diversity.

Figure 10. Visualization of attention map using different attention
modules: ours (top), contextual attention (bottom). We highlight
the most-attended regions for the query position (red point).
Figure 9. Comparison of training with different strategies: ours
(top), CVAE (middle), instance-blind (bottom).

training structure in comparison to other variants such as
the CVAE [34] and “instance blind” structures in fig. 2.
We trained the three models using common parameters. As
shown in fig. 9, for the CVAE, even after sampling from
the latent prior distribution, the outputs were almost identical, as the conditional prior learned is narrowly centered
at the maximum latent likelihood solution. As for “instance
blind”, if reconstruction loss was used only on visible pixels, the training may become unstable. If we used reconstruction loss on the full generated image, there is also little variation as the framework has likely learned to ignore
the sampling and predicted a deterministic outcome purely
from Im .
We also trained and tested BicycleGAN [47] for center
masks. As is obvious in fig. 8, BicycleGAN is not directly
suitable, leading to poor results or minimal variation.
Diversity Measure We computed diversity scores using
the LPIPS metric reported in [47]. The average score is calculated between 50K pairs generated from a sampling of
1K center-masked images. Iout and Iout(m) are the full
output and mask-region output, respectively. While [47]
obtained relatively higher diversity scores (still lower than
ours), most of their generated images look unnatural (fig. 8).
Short+Long Term Attention vs Contextual Attention
We visualized our attention maps as in [43]. To compare to
the contextual attention (CA) layer [42], we retrained CA on
the Paris dataset via the authors’ code, and used their publicly released face model. The CA attention maps are presented in their color-directional format. As shown in fig. 10,
our short+long term attention layer borrowed features from
different positions with varying attention weights, rather

than directly copying similar features from just one visible position. For the building scene, CA’s results were of
similar high quality to ours, due to the repeated structures
present. However for a face with a large mask, CA was unable to borrow features for the hidden content (e.g. mouth,
eyes) from visible regions, with poor output. Our attention
map is able to utilize both decoder features (which do not
have masked parts) and encoder features as appropriate.

5. Conclusion
We proposed a novel dual pipeline training architecture
for pluralistic image completion. Unlike existing methods, our framework can generate multiple diverse solutions
with plausible content for a single masked input. The experimental results demonstrate this prior-conditional lower
bound coupling is significant for conditional image generation. We also introduced an enhanced short+long term attention layer which improves realism. Experiments on a
variety of datasets showed that our multiple solutions were
diverse and of high-quality, especially for large holes.
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